If you saw Dark Tourist on Netflix, you know that genocides, border runs, and the ever-messy aftermaths of disaster are something to really get into. Immersivities are everywhere: from escape rooms and experiential shopping environments, to commonplace croppings-up of augmented and virtual realities, to the all-or-nothing tactics of practising bodies into new configurations of relation in corporate cultures built into the bones of company or university campuses. Sometimes, we are unwise to the governmentality of "immersive power" (Mühlhoff 22 ), yet we are always in something, by choice or merely by standing in the wake of what is being slung around. Whatever it is, it moves us. Or, to wax more ontological, maybe everything is always-already immersed, if the motley concatenations of atmosphere, fossil, and flesh foregrounded by those practices that have landed us in climate crisis teach us anything at all. Not all immersions are equal, however, and how what immerses is assembled says something about the histories of practice-the worlds-from which one is starting.
Whether in tourism, war, or performance, all of what we are immersed in comes at the tail end of histories made up of asymmetrical brokerings of difference and accretions of practice-call them methods, museums, institutions, or even democratic constitutions born of brute geopolitics-that skew how difference might be known. As Natalie Alvarez discerns, when immersion is instrumentalized as a cipher for difference, it shows up "overcoded in advance by ideological and pedagogical imperatives" demanding a "recounting that allows these objectives to become sedimented" (12). What did you notice? How did it feel? To answer these questions is to reproduce or revoke a world, to be certain that you got it or not. We are never immune to what impinges, and what we are in is not something to be taken for granted-it may even have designs on what futures are brought to bear. And this is the hook of Alvarez's text: that being in something does something to bodies, that what a body is made to be (or to be in) is never innocent, and that staging cultural difference through immersive simulation (here is the punchline) does not guarantee knowing difference at all, but rather risks sedimenting already-existing engagements with bodily capacities and skewing them toward whoever happens to be setting the stage of an encounter. VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Bodying Difference Differently incapacities. Likewise, Alvarez follows Brian Massumi in tethering immersion to what has come before with the idea that the power to affect and be affected is primed by histories of encounter that have long habituated bodies and bodies of knowledge to difference in more or less well-practised ways (208). While Haraway and Massumi are footnoted only occasionally and Immersions in Cultural Difference's core citational arc no doubt belongs to performance studies, the text deftly works together the initiating premises of feminist technoscience (that knowledge practices are never innocent and always do something) and affect studies (that what gets done makes bodies and subjectivities) and carries them along the weft of Alvarez's disciplinary moorings to ask what worlds are being made or unmade in immersive simulations of war and dark tourism across colonial and Indigenous histories, sites, and practices. This is what Alvarez follows around: continuities between military training and tourism that stage ways of knowing otherness through "experiential, participatory, firsthand encounters" (3) while, meanwhile, priming bodies for doings and undoings that are after different futures. An immersive war game can render bodies capable of being on autopilot-immune to the traumas of mass casualty-while ushering difference into the fold through "embodied epistemologies of otherness" (3) that enact the cultural other as somehow apprehensible. On the flip side-say, walking around the rez trying to get a handle on the sheer heaviness of colonial damage-the failure of immersion to tender knowability offers a glint of decolonial possibility. What is notable about Alvarez's project is that it lingers in the confluence of simulated immersions and the unknowability of difference with a blunt epistemological and ethnographic caution: Sometimes really getting into something shows just how little we can know.
Affirming that what a body is and can do is imbricated in more than what can be seen and said, Alvarez crafts a refrain that runs through her ethnographic travels and hinges on institutionally enabled capacities (so often flattened into authorizations like 'researcher') and the impossibility of knowing difference apart from how encounters with the other are staged-whether in a university press-published text or a theatre of tourism or war. While she would agree with Tim Ingold's charge that ethnography camouflages practices of parsing experience into a data distortion that renders "the aftermath of our meetings with people as their anterior condition" (Ingold 386), Alvarez stops short of fully reckoning with the coloniality of anthropological method, even as she frames critical ethnographies as a never-innocent way of looking that "brings things into being" and hints at the ways ethnography has been deployed to "get the intelligence" in militaries awash in "cultural sensitivity" training (56). No one book can do everything, but I wonder what generativities might have followed had Alvarez stayed with the Harawayan thread that concludes her introduction. In the join of feminist technoscience and anthropology, Alvarez might have reimagined ethnography as an "interface among worlds" (de la Cadena 466). Even the structure of Alvarez's table of contents stages "affective collisions" (24) between worlds. The text is halved, dividing the four sites of immersive simulation that tender the rehearsal of bodies and un/knowabilities into either reproductions of imperial-colonial asymmetry or decolonial strategies of "sustainable activism" (3) that explicate the coloniality of staging difference as assimilable to pedagogical pursuits.
In one world, rehearsed "affective encounters shape the bodily schemas of soldiers" (16) and law enforcement personnel, inoculating bodies to the trauma of terrorism or war while simultaneously asking that they inhabit practised embodiments of the insurgent (or grieving) cultural other as a strategy for tactical action. In the first chapter, we are flung into a series of mock Afghan villages (peopled with diasporic actors living the shock of war on repeat) that simulate mass casualty events to build counterinsurgency skills into the bodies of soldiers. A chapter later, we are taken on a week-long stint as an insurgent in a simulation hatched on the promise of immersion that prepares "personnel for irregular and asymmetrical warfare" (76) through agile embodyings of otherness. By the third chapter, it is clear that other immersions, other worlds, are also in play. We witness a mock border run organized by the Indigenous Hñahñu of Hidalgo, Mexico, which lays bare the "performative force of the border" (107) as it constructs cultural identities, while also practising the "necessity of migration into extinction" (18), ironically via the political and economic sovereignties afforded by the emergence of such dark tourisms. Finally, we visit the Shoal Lake 40 First Nation's Museum of Canadian Civil Rights Violations, a counter-immersion that riffs off the experiential promise of the nearby Canadian Museum of Civil Rights to confront settler tourists with their own entanglements in Canada's violent histories of colonialism. Across each site, Alvarez shows that what an immersive scenario can do-or what a body can do in such an immersion-hangs on the "horizons of normativity that govern its scenarios" (19) .
Whether the estate of military neo-colonialism or anti-colonial collectivities, immersions can deny or disrupt the echoes of colonial knowing that claim knowledge of the other. As immersion gains traction as both pedagogical tactic and object of theory, it is crucial to attend to what slips past or is excluded by this effusive term. As Alvarez reminds us, immersions "enact control over territories" and bring "futures into being" (5), numbing or attuning us to the possibilities of encounter, and shaping the prospects of keeping on. Even if what we are in lacks the intensity of war and other devastations, it moves us toward a future, for better or worse. Alvarez asks us to pay attention. 
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